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“While the technology holds undeniable promise and could be a force for good, the way facial recognition technology is designed and used today carries risks and social implications for people that warrants investor action on this topic. Therefore we welcome the efforts and thought leadership of investors, where ahead of regulation, they seek to expand the traditional list of ESG issues and understand how, where and when facial recognition can be used appropriately and by whom.”

- Katherine Ng, Head of Academic Research, UN Principles for Responsible Investment
Executive Summary

Responsible Investing is more than reacting to the risks and problems we face today. It means thinking beyond carbon footprints and climate change and looking to the risks and opportunities of the future.

Technology has brought the world some wonderful benefits – and some wonderful investments. Technology has allowed many professional workers to continue their jobs from their homes during the current pandemic. President Biden conducted a significant portion of his election campaign from his basement. Yet we must be aware in any new technology that unintended consequences can arise.

Facial Recognition Technology (FRT) enhances efficiency and security. We use it to unlock high-end smartphones, and to pass through airports. It also has human rights implications. The technology has been under development for decades, but is only now beginning to be broadly used.

A Candriam survey in 2021 generated roughly 300 investor responses. Of these, 30% find Facial Recognition Technology to be a convenient and useful tool. Almost 70% have some reservations – 31% felt FRT is not accurate, while 38% believe that the ethical considerations need to catch up with the technology.

The issues include lack of consent and lack of oversight. Incidents of mis-identification, some resulting in false arrests, are on the rise, especially for non-white citizens. In May 2019, the US city of San Francisco – the birthplace of Facial Recognition – banned its use in law enforcement. Soon after, several large technology companies announced a one-year moratorium on sale of their Facial Recognition products.

To understand the human rights issues which will emerge in the future, responsible investors and other stakeholders should engage today.

This study could not have been possible without the great help of following institutions and people. We wish to thank them for their time, insight, and patience:
- Clare Garvie, The Center on Privacy & Technology at Georgetown Law
- Nabylah Abo Dehman, the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investments
- Anita Dorett, The Investor Alliance for Human Rights
- Isedua Oribhador, AccessNow
- Michael Conner, Open MIC
Facial Recognition is part of the biometric recognition family. It is the process of identifying or verifying the identity of a person using a picture or a video of their face. It captures, analyses, and compares patterns based on the person’s facial details. Some systems now use three-dimensional images for higher accuracy.

There are three main stages to Facial Recognition Technology:

- **Face Detection** is an essential process which detects and locates human faces in images and videos.

- **Face Capture** transforms analogue information -- a face -- into a set of digital information, or data, depicting the facial features of the person. Dozens of facial features such as the spacing of the eyes, bridge of the nose, contours of the lips, ears, chin etc. are measured.

- **Face Matching** verifies whether two faces are the same person.

The algorithm returns a result with a given probability, in a statistical form such as "Positive match – John Doe - 97.36% Probability".
Performing these steps implies the availability and use of certain data and technologies beforehand:

- A Facial Recognition system learns to recognize facial patterns using a **training database** of images. A large, complex and heterogeneous training database is needed for higher accuracy.

- Facial Recognition technology combines the use of **Artificial Intelligence** (the system is capable of learning by analysing data), **Machine Learning** (the system is capable of expanding its ability to process and use information without human intervention, by learning from previous experiences), and **Deep Learning** (a new technique capable of performing machine learning inspired by the way neural networks work inside the human brain).
Facial Recognition systems are predominantly used for security and law enforcement but also in the fields of medicine and marketing. The list of applications is expanding rapidly.

- **Law enforcement** -- to locate suspected criminals/terrorists, find a missing person, control access, control a crowd
- **Security** -- to unlock a door/phone/system, validate a transaction, control passengers at an airport
- **Schools** -- for protection, attendance tracking, attention tracking
- **Medicine** -- to diagnose a small but potentially expanding number of diseases, to evaluate pain management
- **Social Media** -- to identify people in pictures
- **Marketing** -- to provide ‘SMART’ advertising
- **Human to Machine Interaction** -- Autonomous Digital Humans will soon interact with humans and adapt their response according to Facial Recognition.1

### Applications

Facial Recognition technology usually performs one or a combination of tasks:

- **Identification**
  “Who are you?”

- **Authentication**
  “Are you really who you say you are?”

- **Categorisation**
  “Which group/category do you belong to?”
Advantages

We all recognise each other not by looking at our fingerprints or the patterns in our irises, but by looking at each other’s faces.

Facial Recognition is considered to be the most natural of all biometric measurements, because there is no physical interaction required by the end-user. Other signatures of the human body exist, such as fingerprints, iris scans, voice recognition, digitization of veins in the palm, and behavioural measurements, but they are more difficult and cumbersome to implement. Facial recognition is easily accessible, fast, automatic and seamless.

Facial recognition systems can process vast amounts of images. For example, the UK police use a system from the Japanese firm NEC called NeoFace, which is capable of scanning and identifying as many as 300 faces per second.

Mistakes, yes... ...yet Facial Recognition systems are hard to fool.

Human rights activists have used social media to demonstrate combinations of hair styles and cosmetics which can be effective in fooling Facial Recognition systems.

But not everyone wants to walk around looking like this!:

Facial Recognition – World Presence

The technology is used virtually worldwide, with only modest exceptions. Belgium is one of these exceptions.
Figure 1: The facial recognition world map

Source: visualcapitalist.com, May 2020; and Candriam
Market Size and Key Players

According to a 2018 survey by Allied Market Research, the facial recognition market will grow to $9.6 billion by 2022, an annual growth rate approaching 25%. But all things considered, this is a niche sector. It seems some tech giants such as Amazon are including their systems for free as part of the subscription to more lucrative services.
Risks and Controversies

Over the past decade, the emergence of Facial Recognition Technology for mass surveillance has brought great concerns to society, along with human rights violations.

An invasive technology

Facial Recognition surveillance affects large numbers of us, in many cases without our knowledge, as we go about our daily lives. It can enable surveillance on a mass scale, impinging on our human rights.

It is also true that millions willingly rely on, and welcome, this technology. Many high-level Apple iPhone users rely on ‘Face ID’ to unlock their smartphones. Millions have registered for automated biometric border control system such as the UK’s ‘ePassport’.

Across the globe, law enforcement agencies are already deploying Facial Recognition on a massive scale. It is estimated that one billion surveillance cameras will be in operation by the end of 2021. China is by far the leading country the use of such system with an estimated 600 million cameras in operation today -- one camera for every 2.3 citizens. Close on its heels comes the US, where an estimated 140 million have been installed -- one camera for every 2.4 citizens. Most of these are digital system whose feeds are exploitable by Facial Recognition systems.

Today, the citizens of Detroit, London, Monaco, Moscow, Beijing and elsewhere are walking around oblivious that their faces are being scanned by police-operated facial recognition systems.
Accuracy Issues

In January 2020, Robert Williams, a Detroit citizen, was arrested for store theft by the police after being falsely identified, by facial recognition identification.

In 2018 a test of the Amazon technology, Rekognition, using members of the US Congress falsely identified 28 congressmen as persons previously arrested for crimes. The test also revealed the racial bias of the technology, as African-American congressmen were disproportionately misidentified as matching the database of arrested persons. One of these was the late Presidential Medal of Freedom winner John Lewis.

Even the most accurate systems available today might make one pause. Imagine a law enforcement agency of a small city using Facial Recognition technology with 99.9% accuracy, where 100,000 people are filmed daily by CCTV. Who is comfortable with 100 people being misidentified every day?

In four years of deployment, since 2016, the London Metropolitan Police’s live Facial Recognition surveillance has been 93.59% inaccurate. In two of the three deployments in 2020, the ‘Met’ had a 100% failure rate - not identifying a single person. The independent review commissioned by the Metropolitan Police also found that their Facial Recognition surveillance was significantly inaccurate. Their analysis looked only at six of the police tests, and found that the Met’s accuracy was a mere 19% – that is, inaccurate 81% of the time.

Why is Facial Recognition, a technology which is bringing more efficiency and security to our everyday lives, also a threat to our human rights?

*Isedua Oribhador, US Policy Analyst at AccessNow:* “Though facial recognition technology has been touted as a means of improving efficiency and security, we have already seen evidence of the risks that arise from it. From the racial and gender biases baked into these systems, to privacy risks inherent in collecting such personal data, and the potential for enabling mass surveillance of citizens, facial recognition technology poses a severe threat to many fundamental rights. It is imperative to examine these risks and to draw redlines around where use of this technology is incompatible with a respect for human rights.”
“Chinese law enforcement agencies have been using a wide-ranging, secret Facial Recognition system to identify, track and control the 11 million Uighurs, a largely Muslim minority.”
Country Focus - China

China’s National Intelligence Law of 2017 requires organizations and citizens to “support, assist and cooperate with the state intelligence”. Effectively any software or hardware company in China is required to hand over data to Beijing if authorities express a national security concern.

Over 200 million surveillance cameras were in use at the end of 2018, with over 600 million estimated in 2020. In the top 10 cities with the most street cameras per person, Chongqing, Shenzhen, Shanghai, Tianjin, and Ji’nan lead the pack.

The Facial Recognition towers in Chinese cities are emblematic of this move. Facial Recognition technology is expanding to Beijing police officers, who now use smart sunglasses which scan faces and report matches.

China’s civilian surveillance system is now linked to its “Social Credit System” which rates individuals based on their behaviour. Under this system, which started in 2013, citizens are granted rewards or given punishments depending on their scores.

Chinese police are working with artificial intelligence software companies such as Yitu, Megvii, SenseTime, and CloudWalk. Hardware manufacturers such as Dahua and Hikvision also benefit from large government orders. All of these companies have been added to the US government economic blacklist because of their involvement in the Uighur repression.

Nevertheless, China’s ambitions in AI and FR technology remain great. The country aims to become a world leader in AI by 2030. As a government China is clearly the biggest investor in advanced surveillance technologies, AI and FR.

Uighur repression

Chinese Authorities in the Xinjiang region have been using Facial Recognition technology for racial profiling and surveillance. Chinese law enforcement agencies have been using a wide-ranging, secret Facial Recognition system to identify, track and control the 11 million Uighurs, a largely Muslim minority. Chinese police installed FR scanners at the entrance of several mosques in the region. Xinjiang has been an important testing ground for these firms, where they have been able to operate without the usual constraints.
Gender/Racial Bias, and Stolen Data

The first Facial Recognition experiments were unable to recognise people of African-American or Asian origin. Worse, Google was compelled to apologise in 2015 when its then-new *Google Photos* application labelled some black people as ‘gorillas’.

A survey by the MIT Media Lab in 2018 found that some Facial Recognition software could identify a white man with near-perfect precision, but failed spectacularly in identifying darker-skinned women.

Clearview AI states it is working for over 2,400 police agencies in the US. Its CEO, Hoan Ton-That, is linked to far right political movements. Clearview has scraped billions of pictures from Facebook, YouTube and Venmo to build its database. Banjo CEO and founder, Damien Patton, resigned after allegations that he was linked to the Ku Klux Klan. At the time, Banjo had a Facial Recognition service contract worth $20m with the state of Utah.

Big-tech companies Amazon, Microsoft, and Google parent Alphabet, have all been sued for using photos without the individuals’ consent in their development and training of their Facial Recognition technology. Facebook paid a $650 million settlement for this under the privacy statute of the state of Illinois. Documents leaked by Edward Snowden showed that the National Security Agency in the US has collected millions of facial images. The leaks suggested the photos had been harvested from emails, text messages, social media and video chats.
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Misuse for private and illegal profit

Media investigators in Russia found that access to Moscow CCTV live stream was available for sale on the Dark Net by presumably-corrupt police officers. Moscow’s city centre has a dense network of 175,000 CCTV cameras, most of which are fitted with Facial Recognition technology. As the system is cloud-based, corrupt officials are able to simply sell their login credentials -- for as little as $470 -- offering access to the live stream along with the previous five days’ recording.

Beyond CCTV – Mass Surveillance via Computers, Smartphones, Drones...

Virtually every new smartphone, personal computer or tablet sold today is equipped with at least one digital camera. Each of these can feed into a Facial Recognition system.

Another concerning development is the deployment of military camera technology on drones, such as the ARGUS-IS, that could allow governments to continuously record areas of up to 10 square miles / 26 square kilometres -- half the size of Manhattan. These systems are capable of scanning the face of any citizen within that radius at any time.11
The Issues

Lack of Consent

Lack of consent is at the heart of the problem. No company, state, agency or government has asked citizens for their consent. When citizens submit their photo to administrations or agencies to obtain a passport, an ID card or a driving licence, in most jurisdictions they at no point agree to their image being used for Facial Recognition. Other forms of biometric identification imply the consent of the person being checked. Members of the public scanned by live Facial Recognition are unlikely to be aware that they were subject to the identity check, and do not have the opportunity to consent to, or decline, its use.

In Europe the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) regulation introduced in 2016 clearly states that biometric data obtained by Facial Recognition technology is personal data. It falls under the protection regulation and therefore requires the consent of the individual for his or her biometric data to be used by any other person, company, or agency. Yet law enforcement agencies in EU countries such as the UK, France, UK, Italy, Greece are already using the technology.

Lack of Legal Basis

In most countries, there is no legal basis for the police use of live Facial Recognition surveillance. Facial Recognition infringes on basic freedom laws such as the First Amendment of the US Constitution and the Human Rights Act in the UK.

Clare Garvie, of Georgetown Law’s Center on Privacy & Technology, tells Candriam: "Police use of face recognition in the U.S. remains largely unregulated today, despite state and local efforts to ban its use entirely, and recent revelations that it has led to the arrest of at least three innocent men. In light of the risks it poses to U.S. Constitutional rights to privacy, free speech, fair trials, and equal protection of the laws, face recognition use warrants a moratorium unless and until strong regulation is passed protecting those rights."
Lack of Oversight

In most countries, such as the US or Europe, we see little evidence of adequate and impartial oversight to control the use of surveillance technology by private companies and law enforcement agencies.

Disproportionate Intrusion

Multiple tests carried out in the UK have determined that the success ratio has been one wanted criminal identified for every 300,000 faces scanned. The Surveillance Camera Commissioner concluded that the deployment was extremely disproportionate, noting that when “compared to the scale and size of the processing of all people passing a camera, the group they might hope to identify was extremely small”.

The right to anonymity

A thriving society is built on various freedoms – freedom of expression, of movement, of religion, of association -- but also on the right to reasonable anonymity. Our ability to move through public spaces anonymously is no longer guaranteed because of the wide deployment of Facial Recognition systems. Anyone should be able to walk freely and anonymously. It is part of basic human nature to want to live without looking over one’s shoulder. Yet the sphere of life outside of public scrutiny is rapidly vanishing. Being identified by law enforcement, corporates, or governments wherever we go, impedes our individuality. It will ultimately restrict movement, creativity, trust, and even democracy.

As illustration, the London Policing Ethics Panel report on police live Facial Recognition surveillance found that 38% of 16-24 year-olds would stay away from events or places where Facial Recognition surveillance was being used, as well as high numbers of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic people.
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Is Safety Worth a Little Loss of Privacy?

When asked how they feel about Facial Recognition, a majority of citizens respond that they understand that to be safer they have to give up a little privacy. The argument of being able to rapidly locate a suspected terrorist or an abducted child strikes a chord.

The surveillance industry exploits fear-based marketing. The fear of terrorist attack, for example. The French city of Nice was the scene of a horrendous attack in 2016 when a terrorist drove a truck through beachfront crowds celebrating Bastille day, killing 87. In response the city equipped the local police with the largest deployment of Facial Recognition and surveillance technology of any French city.

As responsible citizens, we should ask ourselves:

- Do we want to be constantly identified by untested and potentially inaccurate or biased algorithms?
- Do we want our government to record every move we make, every place we visit, and the people we meet?
- Do we want law enforcement to be capable of registering the names of all the participants at a protest march or a religious ceremony?
- Do we want to give our governments unlimited power to watch Everyone, Everywhere, All of the Time?

A 'Schizophrenic' Society?

When we allow our governments and law enforcement agencies deploy surveillance technology to ensure our safety, we are also saying that for everyone to be safe we need to constantly watch everyone. Some sociologists describe this as a form of schizophrenia.
Cultural Differences Towards Acceptance of State Surveillance

We cannot just analyse the human rights issues of Facial Recognition though the lens of western values. Perceptions of privacy and intrusion vary greatly among cultures. Most people in China feel that mass surveillance is a normal trade-off for security. In recent years, the combination of mass deployment of surveillance technology with the inception of Social Credit System (box, page 13) has contributed to a dramatic fall in crime rates.

The Perpetual Line-up

This concept, described by the Centre for Privacy and Technology at Georgetown Law, is that no one would voluntarily take part in a line-up where a victim is going to pick out the criminal! The victim could identify you by mistake. Facial Recognition systems do that every day, pretty much everywhere in the US and China.

Surveillance Capitalism

In her book ‘The Age of Surveillance Capitalism’, Shoshana Zuboff defines surveillance capitalism as the process providing free services that billions of people cheerfully use, enabling the providers of those services to monitor the behaviour of those users in astonishing detail -- often without their explicit consent. “Surveillance capitalism unilaterally claims human experience as free raw material for translation into behavioural data.” Surveillance capitalists are acquiring tremendous financial benefits from the monetisation of individual and collective behavioural data and the predictions of what people are going to do next.

The combination of state surveillance and its capitalist counterpart means that digital technology is separating the citizens in all societies into two groups, the Watchers -- invisible, unknown and unrestricted -- and the Watched. This has profound consequences for democracy, because asymmetry of knowledge translates into asymmetries of power. But whereas most democratic societies have at least some degree of oversight of state surveillance, we currently have almost no regulatory control of its privatised counterpart.
As a responsible investor, our role is to incorporate environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors in our investment decisions, and to practice active ownership. We seek to create long-term value for our clients, by positively impacting the economy, the environment and society as a whole.

It is our conviction that integrating the full picture of Facial Recognition technology in our investments and engagement will contribute to both parts of our goal. An ever-growing number of the companies, states and regions in which we invest are involved in this technology. While we probably would not purposely invest in a pure Facial Recognition issuer, investing in a company using or selling Facial Recognition must involve proper investment due diligence to:

- Assess associated risks
- Share our potential concerns with investees
- Support any changes which help mitigate identified risks
As described in our discussion of the technology and its issues, investor expectations may be numerous, complex, and vary by stakeholder. Some goals follow:

**Corporate Issuers**
- **Direct and/or Collaborative engagement** to better understand corporate practices. Expand best practice through conversations with corporates, NGOs, etc.

- **Integrate developments into ESG analysis** of corporates. Define best practices, acceptable progress, and what should constitute an exclusion.

- **Encourage improved corporate behaviours.** Continue to place ethics and respect of human rights at the heart of corporate governance. Establish an independent committee on human rights risk responsible to the Board of Directors. Encourage corporates to choose customers and suppliers aligned with the values they defend.

**Governments**
- **Seek suspension of use of Facial Recognition in law enforcement** until specific regulation is established.

**Universities**
- **Encourage Ethics classes** in AI/Tech curriculums.

At Candriam, while we plan to discuss this subject with European authorities, we believe our most immediate leverage will be engaging with corporate issuers, and more specifically with companies whose securities we already hold in our portfolios.

Given this perspective, and inspired by exchanges with Facial Recognition specialists/experts, we list below a series of questions that should aid investors in assessing the level of involvement of investee companies in Facial Recognition, as well as capture the associated level of human rights risks.
Open MIC has been working with shareholders for several years to press tech companies to adopt “ethical” practices regarding facial recognition.

The Big Tech companies have devoted considerable energy and resources to resisting those efforts. Despite intense shareholder pressure – as well as global pressure from numerous human rights organizations - the companies largely refuse to acknowledge that there is a problem. As the present report highlights, almost all facial recognition products on the market now are operating without the consent of millions of people whose faces are being scanned on a daily basis. Many of those same systems have been found to be racially-biased. There is no recourse or remedy for those whose rights have been violated, contrary to what is required by the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. In 2019, the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of opinion and expression recommended “an immediate moratorium on the global sale and transfer of private surveillance technology until rigorous human rights safeguards are put in place.” We have no human rights safeguards in place, yet sales continue. In fact, as this report suggests, it’s a boom market.

One question is whether the prospect of regulation and legislation – in both the EU and the U.S. – will prompt the companies to voluntarily adopt effective industry standards. The firms will doubtlessly lobby to dilute any governmental controls on facial recognition. Investors should definitely continue doing what they’re doing: using all the tools they have to press the tech companies for policies and practices that will make a difference; it will be interesting to see if a large and vocal collaborative engagement, such as the one suggested here, can incite companies to engage in a more productive dialogue.

Michael Connor is the founding Executive Director of Open MIC, a non-profit that works to foster greater corporate accountability in the media and technology sectors, principally through shareholder engagement. Working with socially responsible investors, Open MIC identifies, develops and supports campaigns that promote values of openness, equity, privacy, and diversity – values that provide long-term benefits for individuals, companies, the economy and the health of democratic society. Open MIC is currently working on campaigns targeting Amazon, Twitter, Google, and Facebook.
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Level of involvement

- Does your company provide products (hardware, software, databases) related to Facial Recognition Technology?

- What is the purpose of the product?
  - Surveillance
  - Identification
  - Policing
  - Categorisation (e.g., targeted advertising)
  - Investigating
  - Security
  - Other (please specify)

- To what type of users do you provide your Facial Recognition technology?
  - Governments or States
  - Schools
  - Law Enforcement Agencies
  - Corporates
  - Military

Governance

- Has your company adopted a public-facing policy regarding Facial Recognition technology? If so, what impact has this commitment had 1) on your relationships with business partners, e.g., suppliers, subcontractors, clients, final users? and 2) on your lobbying activities?

- What risks have you identified in relation to Facial Recognition technology, and how frequently do you report on these to the Board?

- Does your company conduct human rights impact assessments to identify and assess real and potential human rights risks of your Facial Recognition technologies? What risks have you identified, and which stakeholders have you involved in this assessment? How have you adapted your operations and strategy? Who in the company (at the corporate / regional / branch level) has the overall and day-to-day responsibility of addressing these specific risks and potential impacts?
What processes have you put in place to define which clients you can sell to? Do you ban sales/deliveries of your product or service to certain oppressive/un-democratic countries?

Management of conception-related risks

How are you internally organised to identify, prevent and solve Facial Recognition-related risks?

More specifically:

- How did your company build/obtain/buy its training database of pictures/names? If you have not constructed the database yourselves, how did your supplier build/obtain/buy the database you use?

- Do you disclosed the accuracy of your, and their, technology after measurement by a recognised scientific assessment institution, such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)? If not, discuss?

- What internal checks do you have to detect algorithmic bias such as race, gender, or age? And/or your supplier(s)?

- Is there any grievance mechanism in place to identify and compensate persons wrongfully affected by the technology at this level?

Management of use-related risks

- Are your clients subject to any regulation of their use of Facial Recognition technology? Is this something you track?

- Does your product offer Facial Recognition technology for real time analysis, or retro-active analysis only?

- Does your product analyse live video footage, or static images only?

- Does your Facial Recognition technology product offer any kind of categorisation, eg racial, gender, age, mental, or other?

- Does your Facial Recognition technology product offer any kind of predictive analysis?

- Is there any grievance mechanism in place to identify and compensate persons wrongfully affected by the technology at this level?
Today, Facial Recognition is a topic with no transparency. Its use is welcomed by some, controversial for others. It can be misused, and demonstrably exhibits biases and errors.

Without transparency, we cannot assess these controversies. To open the door to analysis and conversation, we need more leverage. National and local authorities are beginning to act. Corporations are beginning to act. Momentum and conversation are building among the public, and NGOs are launching campaigns.

Now is the time for investors to act.
Notes & References

1 Mashable.com. Douglas, the latest step toward realistic AI, is unsettling.
3 CNBC. One billion surveillance cameras will be watching around the world in 2021.
7 Isedua Oribhabor is AccessNow's US Policy Analyst, also covering Business and Human Rights. Isedua's work with the Leitner Center for International Law and Justice at Fordham sparked her interest in Business and Human Rights, leading her to pursue the topic as it relates to the technology sector. AccessNow is a global non-governmental organization specializing in the defense on human rights in the field of technology. AccessNow focuses on the following fields: privacy, freedom of expression, digital security, business and human rights and net discrimination. AccessNow has an international presence employing 60 staff across 13 countries.
7 This concept was again used in the Arte TV documentary by Sylvain Louvet called “Tous surveillés, 7 milliards de suspects” (Everyone is being watched, 7 billion suspects). This documentary won the Albert Londres price (highest French Journalism award) for best documentary in 2020.
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